The Judicial Crisis Network Spent A Total Of $37 Million To Confirm President Trump’s Supreme Court Nominees—Averaging $12.3 Million Per Nominee

**SUMMARY:** The Judicial Crisis Network is the primary entity in Leonard Leo’s network of organizations that engages in Supreme Court confirmation fights. The group spent $12.3 million on average to confirm each of President Trump’s nominees to the Supreme Court, totaling $37 million between 2016 and 2020. This total includes $10 million spent on Amy Coney Barrett’s confirmation, $10 million spent on Brett Kavanaugh’s confirmation, and $17 million spent on Neil Gorsuch’s confirmation ($7 million of which was spent keeping the seat vacant for Gorsuch following President Obama’s nomination of Merrick Garland in 2016). On average, the Judicial Crisis Network spent over $1 million per week throughout the confirmation periods for Gorsuch, Kavanaugh, and Barrett.

The Judicial Crisis Network Spent An Average Of $12.3 Million Per Supreme Court Nomination Fight To Confirm President Trump’s Nominees.

**The Judicial Crisis Network Spent $10 Million Each Supporting President Trump’s Nominees To The Supreme Court.**

The Judicial Crisis Network Spent $10 Million On Ads Supporting The Confirmation Of Amy Coney Barrett. “Judicial Crisis Network President Carrie Severino released the following statement in response to today’s U.S. Senate vote to confirm Judge Amy Coney Barrett to the U.S. Supreme Court: ‘Justice Amy Barrett’s confirmation is a historic achievement for the conservative legal movement, which has persevered for more than three decades in pursuit of a Supreme Court majority that will follow the Constitution. And tonight we’ve achieved that goal.’ … $10 million dollars spent on television and digital, as well as grassroots including 11 different ads.” [Press Release, Judicial Crisis Network, 10/27/18]

The Judicial Crisis Network Pledged To Spend As Much As $10 Million In Support Of Brett Kavanaugh’s Nomination Fight. After President Donald Trump announced Kavanaugh’s nomination in July, the Judicial Crisis Network declared that it was prepared to spend as much as $10 million or more in a pro-Kavanaugh advertising campaign. It set up confirmkavanaugh.com, calling Kavanaugh “a person of impeccable character, extraordinary qualifications, independence, and fairness.” [Associated Press, 11/27/18]

The Judicial Crisis Network Pledged $10 Million To Back President Trump’s Supreme Court Nominee To Fill Scalia’s Vacant Seat, Which Would Be Filled By Neil Gorsuch. “The Judicial Crisis Network (JCN) today announced plans for a national campaign to confirm President Trump’s nominee to the Supreme Court. Coming off of its historic “Let the People Decide” victory in the Garland nomination battle, JCN will engage a comprehensive campaign of paid advertising, earned media, research, grassroots activity, and a coalition enterprise, all adding up to the most robust operation in the history of confirmation battles. JCN and its allies will focus on states where Senate Democrats are vulnerable in 2018, particularly those where Trump won by large margins. JCN spent more than $7 million in its Let the People Decide effort, and it expects to spend at least $10 million to confirm the next justice.” [Press Release, Judicial Crisis Network, 1/9/17]

The Judicial Crisis Network Spent $7 Million Opposing President Obama’s Nomination of Merrick Garland To The Supreme Court, Leaving The Seat Vacant For Gorsuch.
The Judicial Crisis Network Spent $7 Million Opposing President Obama’s Nomination of Merrick Garland To The Supreme Court. “The Judicial Crisis Network (JCN) today announced plans for a national campaign to confirm President Trump’s nominee to the Supreme Court. Coming off of its historic “Let the People Decide” victory in the Garland nomination battle, JCN will engage a comprehensive campaign of paid advertising, earned media, research, grassroots activity, and a coalition enterprise, all adding up to the most robust operation in the history of confirmation battles. JCN and its allies will focus on states where Senate Democrats are vulnerable in 2018, particularly those where Trump won by large margins. JCN spent more than $7 million in its Let the People Decide effort, and it expects to spend at least $10 million to confirm the next justice.” [Press Release, Judicial Crisis Network, 1/9/17]

The Judicial Crisis Network Spent An Average Of Over $1 Million Per Week Throughout The Confirmations Of Trump’s Supreme Court Nominees.

The Senate Confirmed Neil Gorsuch To The Supreme Court 66 Days After He Was Nominated.

July 31, 2017: Trump Nominated Neil Gorsuch To The Supreme Court. “President Trump on Tuesday nominated Judge Neil M. Gorsuch to the Supreme Court, elevating a conservative in the mold of Justice Antonin Scalia to succeed the late jurist and touching off a brutal, partisan showdown at the start of his presidency over the ideological bent of the nation’s highest court.” [New York Times, 7/31/17]

April 7, 2017: The Senate Confirmed Neil Gorsuch To The Supreme Court. “Judge Neil M. Gorsuch was confirmed by the Senate on Friday to become the 113th justice of the Supreme Court, capping a political brawl that lasted for more than a year and tested constitutional norms inside the Capitol’s fraying upper chamber.” [New York Times, 4/7/17]

The Senate Confirmed Brett Kavanaugh To The Supreme Court 89 Days After He Was Nominated.

July 8, 2018: Trump Nominated Brett Kavanaugh To The Supreme Court. “President Trump on Monday nominated Judge Brett M. Kavanaugh, a politically connected member of Washington’s conservative legal establishment, to fill Justice Anthony M. Kennedy’s seat on the Supreme Court, setting up an epic confirmation battle and potentially cementing the court’s rightward tilt for a generation.” [New York Times, 7/8/18]

October 8, 2018: The Senate Confirmed Brett Kavanaugh To The Supreme Court. “Judge Brett M. Kavanaugh was confirmed to the Supreme Court on Saturday by one of the slimmest margins in American history, locking in a solid conservative majority on the court and capping a rancorous battle that began as a debate over judicial ideology and concluded with a national reckoning over sexual misconduct.” [New York Times, 10/8/18]

The Senate Confirmed Amy Coney Barrett To The Supreme Court 30 Days After She Was Nominated.

September 26, 2020: Trump Nominated Barrett To The Supreme Court. “President Trump introduced Judge Amy Coney Barrett as his nominee to the Supreme Court on Saturday, presenting her as a champion of conservative judicial principles and igniting a partisan and ideological battle to confirm her before the election in just 38 days.” [New York Times, 9/26/20]

Oct 26, 2020: The Senate Confirmed Amy Coney Barrett To The Supreme Court. “Judge Amy Coney Barrett, a conservative appeals court judge and protégée of former Justice Antonin Scalia, was confirmed on Monday to the Supreme Court, capping a lightning-fast Senate approval that handed President Trump a victory ahead of the election and promised to tip the court to the right for years to come.” [New York Times, 10/26/20]